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you see, lonely planet is more than a guidebook
company, its a brand that supports a portfolio of

brands (lp, peru, new zealand, japan, china, france,
and the india). and its not just a brand, it is a

collection of brands with their own identity, their own
history, and their own audience. you can see the

difference between the physical lp guidebooks and the
digital version of the guides in the marketing. to

advertise the digital travel guide, lonely planet has
started calling the guides #digitalguides and using
both images and videos on its digital site instead of
the old-fashioned photos. even the website for the

mexico guide includes a video of a woman making a
butter sculpture that was made to promote the guide.

its all about movement, not stillness. i realized this
after i read the first of the four travel guides on my
kindle, venturing mexico. the first sentence in the

book begins with, mexico is a connected and
inherently social culture. in other words, are you
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moving, not still. actually, the first few pages of the
book are really just a marketing pitch. they go on and
on about how lazy americans are because they dont

know the difference between a mambo and a mambo
(so, he says, if you dont know the difference, you

arent any different than the lazy americans that dont
know this distinction). but we are not lazy, are we? if

you want an lp e-book reader feel free to go to
amazon where you will find many, many places to buy

it. most of them work great but i picked this one
because i thought it looked the most state-of-the art,

the one they looked like they would want, so that
made me think it would be the best option. if you want

the manual, they also have a travel+manual thats
$26.95, the travel guide is free.
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our reporting and photography are guided by a deep
belief that storytelling is a cornerstone of travel. and
one of the most effective ways to enrich our travel
stories is by weaving the stories of the locals. our

guides are experienced at spotting the best stories
and their writers are experienced at uncovering these
stories. the point was not to impose on our friends, but

to ask them to go on the journey with us and share
their experiences. we do not pester or patronize our

interviewees - quite the contrary, we make an effort to
set up an interview in a context that is both conducive
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and relaxed. it is not about the business of getting to
know our friends, but about offering them a

compelling glimpse of their own lives and their own
reality - even if their reality is not our own. i hope we
have succeeded in that endeavor. immersing yourself

in a place is not a substitute for experiencing it for
yourself. all the walking, climbing, swimming, cycling,
wandering will not substitute for sitting and absorbing
that place - and the stories it tells. i am sorry, but i am
not sorry to say that i do not love lonely planet. after

over 25 years of writing and editing, ive lost my
passion for lonely planet. its much more about stats,

numbers, and reviews. its not about telling the kind of
stories i want to tell. what i would like to see is the

thing that changes the way people travel, that people
recognize as a world class travel guide - which is

focused on the need to get off the beaten path, that
appreciates local voices, that gives voice to the

everyday traveler, the budget traveler, the urban
traveler. i believe that the reason people dont travel is

because of the poor quality of tourism info.
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